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grapes desiccated by noble rot in the
Tokaj wine region of Hungary burst
forth a plethora of traditional and modern wine styles. Rarest among them is the world’s sweetest and most complex
grape elixir, Eszencia: a honey-like nectar once reserved for
royalty that’s been coveted for centuries. The long history of
wine made from aszú fruit (originally meaning “dried grapes,”
the term has evolved to include grapes with high sugar levels
affected with noble rot, or Botrytis cinerea) in Hungary dates
to the mid-16th century.

With Tradition Preserved,
New Styles Emerge

The handpicking of aszú berries originated in 1641 via the Regulamentum Culturae
Vinearum declaration, cited as documentation of the first instance of manual single-berry
selection.

By the year 1737, a three-tier classification system of the Tokaji vineyards was in
place—notably predating the sweet wine
classification of Port by several decades
and Sauternes by more than a century.
Sweet and aszú Tokaji wine styles rely on
clean fruit, botrysized bunches, or individual
aszú berries. The latter are picked in multiple passes through the vineyard and then
worked into to a paste or dough; varying
amounts of this material are then macerated in fermenting must or wine. The two
main grape varieties allowed are Furmint and
Hárslevelu", but Sárgamuskotály (Muscat Blanc
à Petite Grains), Zéta (Oremus), Kabar, and
Kövérszo"lo" are also permitted and used in
small amounts. Both sweet and aszú wines

are aged in Hungarian oak casks or barrels that can vary in size; two of the most
common, Gönci and Szerednyei barrels, hold
roughly 136 and 220 liters, respectively.
Finished wine styles are determined
using a combined measure of minimum
residual sugar and dry extract, which refers
to the dissolved solids in the wines that
have been elevated due to concentration
imparted by noble rot. Traditionally, the
wines of Tokaj have been made with oxygen freely available during fermentation,
which occurs over a period of many years
in some aszú styles. This practice helps
stabilize the wine without contributing oxidative flavors and defines these traditional
skin-contact sweet styles.

Tokaj’s producers and their wines are
emerging from the dark shadow that
obscured their glorious past. Attila Balla,
President of Vinum Tokaj International, and
Eniko" Magyar, Project Director of Wines of
Excellence, have been collaborating with
the Hungarian Tourism Agency to serve
as ambassadors for the region’s inimitable
wine culture.
“As part of a three-year campaign, we’re
educating the North American trade and
consumers about traditional Tokaji wine
specialties,” Magyar told The SOMM Journal.
“Followed by the successful ‘The Year
of Furmint’ campaign in 2017, this year’s
focus will be ‘The Year of Aszú’ presented
with the other sweet wine specialties.
Our joint aim is to reposition aszú on the
world’s wine market: move it out from the
category of being enjoyed at the end of a
meal or for special occasions. Aszú can be
utilized as a fascinating pairing partner, and

Attila Balla, President of Vinum Tokaj
International, and Eniko" Magyar, Project
Director for Wines of Excellence.
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The stages of
botrytization over
the course of a year.

we would like to move away from its position of being the wine of kings and make
it one of the favorite wines of Millennial
cocktail lovers, too.”
Hungary streamlined laws regulating the
wines of Tokaj as recently as 2013, making it
easier for producers to navigate the hierarchy of noble sweet wines while maintaining
centuries-old traditional wine categories.
While aszú berries picked one by one
are the source of Eszencia’s sky-high
residual sugar content—one that can easily
exceed 600 grams per liter (and must
retain at least 450 grams in that same
amount)—they contribute thoroughly
unique flavors and characteristics to several balanced and modern wine styles.
Aszú wines with a minimum of 120
grams per liter of residual sugar can be
labeled Tokaji Aszú. The term Tokaji Aszú
5 puttonyos applies to sweet wines that
have a minimum of 120 grams per liter of
residual sugar with minimum 9% ABV. The
traditional 6 puttonyos wines, meanwhile,
are defined as having a minumum of
150 grams per liter of residual sugar; the
category now includes the former aszú
eszencia style, which would be seen on
labels prior to 2013. Six puttonyos wines
have what could be considered the widest
range of style. Tokaji Aszú producers can
decide whether to use the 5 or 6 puttonyos designations on their labels, and
all the aszú wines must have at least 19%
potential ABV.
Partly botrytized clusters are used to
make a style known as sweet (édes) Tokaji

From left to right, back row: János Jarecsni, Chief Winemaker for Béres Vineyards and
Winery; Edit Bai, Chief Winemaker for Chateau Dereszla; Eniko" Magyar, Project Director for
Wines of Excellence; Sándor Zsurki, Winemaker at Gróf Degenfeld Winery; and Károly Áts,
Chief Winemaker at Grand Tokaj. Front row, from left to right: Péter Molnár, Ph.D., General
Manager at Patricius Winery; Attila Balla, President of Vinum Tokaj International; and Zoltán
A. Kovács, General Manager at Royal Tokaji Winery.

Szamorodni: a rich, powerful wine with a
minimum of 9% ABV. Tokaji Szamorodni is
made with bunch selection during harvest;
the bunches contain a blend of aszú and
non-aszú grapes and matured in Gönci
barrels for a minimum of one year sometimes under flor, which results in a more
oxidative style.
At the very apex of the style pyramid
sits Eszencia, an elixir that is arguably the
most unctuous and sweet grape alcohol in
the world. Made solely from the free run

juice of the aszú berries, it rarely reaches
above 3% ABV (though its alcohol content
can range from 1.2–8%). Eszencia also
must contain a minimum of 450 grams per
liter residual sugar. There is no ceiling on
the amount of sugar Eszencia can contain,
and 700 grams per liter is not uncommon
(the 2000 vintage reached an astonishing
900). The rarity and exquisite nature of
this wine style almost guarantees it will be
enjoyed in minute quantities—often with
a spoon.
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The Definition of Modern
Over the past several years, producers have
introduced more reductive sweet wine styles
protected from oxygen during fermentation.
Often made with a ratio of botrytized berries comparable to late harvest wines (50–180
grams per liter of residual sugar), this category
isn’t regulated and botrytis isn’t required, though
it is often employed.
These wine styles, late harvest or Tokaji
(sweet) cuvée, are ready for release as early
as a year after harvest. Marked by acidity and
complexity that balances and masks the impression of overt sweetness, they taste far drier on
the palate and find an easy rapport with a wide
range of ethnic cuisines, especially Pan Asian
and Latin American flavors.
As the crown jewels of the Hungarian wine
industry, Tokaji Aszú wines always possess a distinctive and incomparable character and lead curious consumers to unexplored places on their
tasting journey. With the “Year of Aszú” campaign, that journey will offer plentiful possibilities
for a renewed dive into the art of winemaking.
In their efforts to maintain and preserve traditional winemaking techniques, as well as the high
production and quality standards required by
the region, Tokaji Aszú producers formed their
own self-regulatory body. While their styles may
differ, all members are collectively committed to
producing top-notch quality wines.

by

reflecting this new focus on

balance and complexity, modern-style
aszú has proved it can no longer be de-

SIX OUTSTANDING HUNGARIAN PRODUCERS
Béres Vineyards and Winery
Béres Vineyards and Winery is located in the village of Erdo"bénye, one
of the oldest settlements in the region and home to the first written
mention of the Furmint grape variety in 1611.
Established in 2002 by Dr. József Béres and his wife, Klára, the modern
winery is housed in a 3,000-square-meter chateau on a 45-hectare (111acre) estate. The vineyards include three well-regarded, steeply-sloped
sites that are interplanted with plum orchards and native flora. Its beauty
hasn't gone unnoticed: Béres bested 99 other wineries to win the title of
Hungary’s “Most Beautiful Vineyard” in 2015.
“I believe aszú is the best natural sweet
wine in the world. Its complexity and
unique production method makes this
wine extraordinary in so many ways.
When someone tastes aszú for the first
time, they will embark on a whole new
chapter in their lives . . . a chapter with
more than 400 years of winemaking
history behind it.” —János Jarecsni,
Chief Winemaker at Béres Vineyards
and Winery
NEW WINES OF HUNGARY, INC.

Patricius Winery
Established by the Kékessy family—whose winemaking ancestral roots
trace back to the 18th century—Patricius wines are cultivated from 85
hectares of eight vineyards based in five villages. The winery, located in
a renovated ancient wine-press house in the Várhegy vineyard, employs
gentle hands-off winemaking practices that take advantage of the gravityflow vinification process.
Patricius offers dry, late harvest, and aszú wines both in single-vineyard
and small-batch selections from its best vineyards. In 2016, it was recognized as “Hungary’s Winery of the Year.”

fined solely by sugar or sweetness. With
high levels of natural acidity and complex flavors that run from honeysuckle,
peaches, and apricots to marmalade,
rye bread, and roasted nuts imparted
by noble rot, the natural wines of Tokaj
are an authentic and utterly distinctive
expression of their home country’s rich
winemaking history.

“Tokaji Aszú is a reference in the wine
world for balance and uniqueness. This
wine draws directly from the perfect
location, climate, and microclimate
conditions of the region while volcanic
base rocks impart rich minerality
thanks to active volcanism. Everything
is provided in Tokaj to produce the
best natural wines with elegance and
purity.” —Péter Molnár, Ph.D., General
Manager at Patricius Winery
CLASSIC WINES, INC.
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Royal Tokaji Wine Company
Co-founded in 1990 by respected wine writer Hugh Johnson,
Royal Tokaji leads the region’s recent renaissance and ranks
among the world’s most admired wine brands. The company
owns 107 hectares of vineyards (roughly 264 acres), predominantly in the village of Mád, and ages wine in its 600-year-old
cellar. Royal Tokaji's award-winning portfolio includes dry Furmint, late harvest, 5 and 6 puttonyos blends, single-vineyard aszù
wines, and the legendary Eszencia.

Dereszla Winery
Dereszla Winery farms 30 vineyards encompassing 30 hectares (82 acres) in the heart of the Tokaj region. The winery is
known for its extensive network of 200-year-old underground
wine cellars employing a series of switchbacks that span more
than half a mile.

“In the words of our Founder
Hugh Johnson, Tokaji Aszù
is 'a wine that would make
angels sing out loud in praise.'
The unique magic of Tokaji
Aszù lies in the balance
of thrilling acidity and
sumptuous sweetness. Royal
Tokaji's Red Label 2013 is the
definitive example.” —Zoltán
A. Kovács, General Manager
at Royal Tokaji Wine
Company

“Aszú cannot be described
with objective or
subjective parameters: It
is more a joint creation
of the nature and the
winemaker based on
the satisfaction of the
consumers. Tokaji Aszú
is like a gold jewel for us:
Its content, color, flavor,
elegance, minerality, and
harmonious acidity restore
the uniqueness of Tokaj’s
production area.” —Edit
Bai, Chief Winemaker at
Dereszla Winery

WILSON DANIELS

COGNAC ONE, LLC

Gróf Degenfeld Winery
Although the historic Degenfeld family winery was reestablished as recently as 1995 by Marie Countess Degenfeld
and her husband Dr. Thomas Lindner, her ancestor Count Imre
Degenfeld founded the Tokaj Region Wine Producers Association back in 1857. From the beginning, the Degenfeld name has
epitomized a respect for high-quality and modern technology
combined with valuable traditions and strict business ethics.
Grof Degenfeld’s 35 hectares (86 acres) of vineyards are sustained organically; weeds are removed mechanically and never
chemically. The property also includes four-star lodging at the
Gróf Degenfeld Castle Hotel.
“The natural conditions
of the Tokaj wine region
are extraordinary, and our
native grape varieties are
optimized for this terroir.
Noble rot provides a richness
and concentration to aszú
that’s impossible to replicate,
and, truthfully, these natural
blessings combined with
localized winemaking and
aging techniques make the
wine even more complex
and elegant. In one word:
immortal.” —Sándor Zsurki,
Chief Winemaker at Gróf
Degenfeld Winery
NEW WINES OF HUNGARY, INC.

Grand Tokaj
Last but certainly not least, Grand Tokaj was founded by
the Hungarian state in 1948 and is located at the intersection
of the Tisza and Bodrog rivers. It’s the largest winery in the
historic Tokaj-Hegyalja (Tokaj “foothills”) wine region—recognized as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Grand Tokaj’s 66 hectares (163 acres) of vineyards account
for 35 percent of the region’s total output. It also purchases
grapes from roughly 1,000 small producers across roughly
1,050 hectares (2,595 acres) of land. The winery’s holding tank
is capable of storing 66,000 hectolitres of wine, and a bottling
plant capable of producing 10 million bottles annually is currently being built.
"Tokaji Aszú is the best
Tokaj can offer to the
world. I believe that a
winemaker’s personality
always seeps through
the wine, and my aim is
to radiate happiness and
joie de vivre through my
wines. I am committed to
this special wine and to the
greatness of this region,
and consider it a mission
to restore it to its former
glory.” —Károly Áts, Chief
Winemaker at Grand Tokaj
CURRENTLY SEEKING IMPORTER
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